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Elevate: Agent Coaching & Case Evaluation
Optimize team performance, development, and retention.
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BUSINESS CHALLENGES

Performance tracking, skills development, and talent retention are vital parts 
of modern support teams. In organizations that improve CSAT, two of the top 
five contributing factors are staff training and proactive monitoring—preparing 
engineers faster and making the steady adjustments required to keep them elite.

Your organization’s executives need to be able to assess the health of the 
support team and see the gaps. At the same time, support managers must be 
able to pinpoint opportunities to coach or praise on the most relevant cases—
but there are multiple challenges in trying to execute a consistent model of 
engineer coaching, assessment, and case review:

• Ticketing systems lack any way to identify the best cases to review, coach in 
real time, or filter out transactional cases—missing insights and context.

• No centralized way to manage and track performance and development.

• No ability to enforce or measure case review against a set rubric.

• No way to quickly review the most relevant cases—losing valuable timing by 
reacting to trailing metrics like CSAT and MTTR. 

• No repository for reviewed cases and their insights.

SupportLogic SX is the streamlined evaluation toolkit that solves these issues— 
promoting a consistent, intelligent case review and coaching workflow that helps 
you easily identify and mentor from the most relevant cases.

KEY BENEFITS
• Retain and grow your best 

support engineers with 
intelligent coaching and 
development.

• Take advantage of analytics 
for team trend analysis, case 
analysis, and more.

• Streamline consistent and 
timely evaluations for every 
support engineer with less 
effort.

• Centralize performance 
tracking—no more apps or 
spreadsheets.

REAL-TIME COACHING

The application reads 100% of your cases 
and recommends relevant or “teachable” 
moments for review. While reviewing a case 
already in progress, you can coach based on 
automatically highlighted information.

Coaching can be done at any point in a 
case’s lifecycle, with information remaining 
private between the coach and the engineer.

http://www.supportlogic.com
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CENTRALIZED CASE  
EVALUATIONS

The case evaluation dashboard is 
your hub for customer support  
development. Mark a case for 
review at any time and have the 
application notify you when the 
case closes.

During review, any coaching provided 
while the case was in progress 
displays in the review panel along 
with the evaluation rubric.

Manage all reviews in a single 
dashboard, filtering by engineer 
to ensure you maintain a regular 
cadence for your team.

EVALUATIONS MADE EASY

SupportLogic SX is a turnkey solution. 
You can use a default evaluation rubric 
or customize a rubric to your  
organization. Organize your criteria into 
categories to track how your support 
team is performing and standardize 
skills like customer management, 
process compliance, and  
troubleshooting. 

Building a rubric and applying it to a 
case review is easy in split-screen 
mode—case history, coaching, and 
rubric display all at once, making 
reviews a painless process.

http://www.supportlogic.com
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Imagine the impact on your team if you could coach from the most relevant cases, track your team’s  
development, and retain your best engineers. 

For more information on case evaluation, escalation prediction, backlog management, customer health and 
more, visit supportlogic.com.

“[SupportLogic] has helped us reduce the time managers spend selecting 
cases to review, and sets us up for a more streamlined overall case and agent  
evaluation process.

As co-design partners with SupportLogic, it was refreshing to be able to help 
bring real-world experiences and requirements into the build process.”
- Chris Todd, Director, Support Programs at Snowflake

PERFORMANCE TRACKING 

Realize your goals for engineer  
performance and retention tracking across 
the entire support team.

SupportLogic SX provides an easily  
digestible dashboard for automatically 
tracking the insights gained from case 
evaluation. No more time-consuming, 
unintuitive spreadsheets or data kept in 
individuals silos.

Benchmark your team and view  
performance trends in one place. Contrast 
and compare progress by soft skills, case 
hygiene, and more.
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